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Abstract—In this paper, we re-examine the relay channel under
the decode-forward (DF) strategy. Contrary to the established
belief that block Markov coding is always the rate-optimal
DF strategy, under certain channel conditions (a link regime),
independent signaling between the source and relay achieves the
same transmission rate without requiring coherent channel phase
information. Further, this independent signaling regime allows
the relay to conserve power. As such, we design a composite DF
relaying strategy that achieves the same rate as block Markov
DF but with less required relay power. The finding is attractive
from the link adaptation perspective to adapt relay coding and
relay power according to the link state. We examine this link
adaptation in fading under both perfect channel state information
(CSI) and practical CSI, in which nodes have perfect receive
and long-term transmit CSI, and derive the corresponding relay
power savings in both cases. We also derive the outage probability
of the composite relaying scheme which adapts the signaling to
the link regime. Through simulation, we expose a novel trade-off
for relay placement showing that the relay conserves the most
power when closer to the destination but achieves the most rate
gain when closer to the source.
Index Terms—Relay Channel, Cooperative Communica-
tions, Decode-and-Forward, Link-State, Green Communications,
Energy-efficiency, Optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
Relay aided communication has shown to be beneficial to
wireless networks by improving throughput and coverage [1],
[2]. Given that wireless transmit power is often limited, it is
of interest to design a relaying scheme that uses the minimum
transmit power but still achieves the maximum possible rate.
In this paper we reexamine the basic relay channel, in which a
relay aids the transmission between the source and destination,
with regard to relay power consumption. We assume a direct
link between the source and destination, an appropriate model
for wireless communication.
Minimizing relay transmit power allows the relay to operate
longer and improves the overall network performance. With
less required relay transmit power, the relay consumes less
of its own resources to help another node, thus increasing
the incentives for an idle node to utilize its own resources
to relay the information of other nodes. Relays can also
enable reductions of network energy consumption without
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Fig. 1. Examples of application of the relay channel in a cellular network.
complicated infrastructure modifications due to the reduced
transmission distances [3]. Further, by transmitting below full
power, the relay creates less interference to other nodes in the
network, resulting in better network performance.
A. Relay Channel Integration in Larger Networks
This basic relay channel model could readily be applied as a
component in a larger wireless network. In an ad hoc setting,
relaying can be applied synonymously among all users [4],
[5]. A third user can act as a relay, such as in emergency
message dissemination in vehicular ad hoc networks. In future
cellular systems, relaying can leverage device-to-device (D2D)
communication to improve transmission rates and spectral
efficiency [2].
In cellular networks, the use of relaying among user devices
and base stations becomes more feasible due to network
densification. For example, consider the network in Fig. 1 with
two macrocells and a femtocell. This heterogeneous network
contains several example applications of the relay channel
enabled by the proximity of users. In addition to the regular
use of relay stations such as RS1 to facilitate the down-link
communication between BS3 and UE4, several other more
spontaneous relaying scenarios can be envisioned. An idle
user, UE1, acts as a relay for the up-link communication
between UE2 and BS1 by utilizing a D2D link as in [6].
A macro user, UE3, can relay through a nearby femto base
station, BS2, to improve its up-link throughput to BS1. In these
examples, the relayed communications can leverage both the
relay link and the direct link to increase the transmission rate
beyond what is achievable with the direct link alone.
B. Background and Related Works
Fundamental relay strategies include amplify-forward (AF)
[7], compress-forward (CF), and decode-forward (DF) [8], [9].
AF is a low complexity strategy in which the noise along with
2the received signal is amplified and retransmitted. In CF, the
received signal is quantized instead of decoded at the relay
to alleviate the effects of noise. Here we focus on the DF
relaying strategy [8], [9] in which the effects of noise are
removed completely at the relay by decoding the message,
either fully or partially, before re-encoding it to transmit to
the destination. For the basic relay channel, the common DF
technique is based on block Markov superposition coding.
When considering a more complicated scenario involving
more nodes, then independent coding at the relay is also useful
in reducing inter-node interference [10], [11]. However, this
idea has not been applied in the basic relay channel due to the
belief that block Markov coding is the best DF technique for
this channel.
The schemes in [7], [12]–[20] employ direct transmission
and either coherent or independent DF relaying depending
on the decoding ability of the relay or the relative order
between the source-to-relay and direct links. DF relaying
can achieve a full diversity order of 2 if the transmission
switches between direct transmission and DF relaying based
on the outage at the relay [7] or the link order between the
source-to-relay and direct links [12], [17]. To date, there is
no outage analysis for a DF scheme that alternates between
direct transmission, independent coding, and coherent block
Markov coding depending on the link state that achieves the
same performance as that of direct transmission and block
Markov DF relaying.
Use of independent coding impacts the power allocation at
the source and relay differently than block Markov coding.
Block Markov coding requires power splitting at the source
between old and new messages. When relay transmit power
is a design constraint, the energy efficiency of block Markov
coding is shown to be greater than that of AF given that the
relay is not very close to the destination [21]. In contrast,
independent coding allows full source power to be devoted to
the current message; further, independent coding is straight-
forward to implement as source-relay phase coherency is not
required. Our results in the two-way relay channel (TWRC)
demonstrate that independent coding helps to increase rate and
reduce relay transmit power in certain link-state regimes [22].
Here we want to analytically understand if independent coding
and power savings also apply to the basic relay channel and
obtain a closed form optimal power allocation, a result that
was not possible for the TWRC. This relay power savings
has been recognized in the basic relay channel in half-duplex
mode when minimizing the source transmit power under
a transmission rate constraint, leading to a power optimal
scheme that may not consume full power at the relay [23,
Proposition 7]. Although this work finds different cases of
optimal power allocation in closed form, it did not identify
the link conditions for these different cases and for relay
power savings to be optimal. Here we analytically identify
the conditions under which the relay conserves power but still
achieves the maximum rate.
C. Main Results and Contributions
The main contribution of this work is the analysis of the link
adaptation and relay power savings in a composite DF relaying
scheme consisting of block Markov coding and independent
coding. In order to reach this result, we develop a composite
DF scheme that maximizes the rate for a given set of link
states and identifies link-state regimes in which a particular
transmission technique is optimal. Contrary to the established
belief that block Markov coding is optimal whenever the
source-to-relay link is stronger than the direct link [24], this
composite scheme achieves the same rate in all cases but also
results in power savings at the relay.
Next, we investigate the implications of these link-state
regimes in terms of link adaptation in fading. Although the
composite DF scheme is derived for fixed links, we are
interested in characterizing performance in a fading environ-
ment. We compute the outage probability in closed form and
show that the scheme achieves a full diversity order of 2 by
considering the asymptotic outage behavior at high SNR.
Further, we consider which components of CSI are neces-
sary at the source and relay to adapt to instantaneous fading.
In the literature, different forms of CSI have been studied,
including perfect CSI, long-term CSI, or partial CSI as some
estimate in between [25]–[27]. However, there has not been
much study on different types of CSI in the full-duplex relay
channel. As the relay receives on one link and transmits on
another simultaneously, there are more CSI options such as
long-term CSI on the transmit link with perfect CSI on the
receive link. In this paper we examine the performance of this
more viable, alternative form of CSI which we term practical
CSI. Practical CSI requires substantially less overhead than
perfect CSI and still achieves significant gain over just long-
term CSI or direct transmission.
By utilizing independent coding when the source-to-relay
link is just marginally stronger than the direct link instead
of block Markov coding, the relay does not need to use full
power to achieve the highest possible rate. It is demonstrated
analytically that the independent coding link regime has a
significant probability of occurrence for most node-distance
configurations in fading. The expected relay power savings
with both perfect CSI and practical CSI assumptions are
derived in closed form. Further, results show that even with
only long-term CSI, the relay saves a significant portion of
power with only marginal effect on the outage performance.
Through simulation, we expose a novel trade-off between
consumed relay power and rate gain for relay placement.
Specifically, the relay conserves the most power when closer
to the destination but achieves the most rate gain when closer
to the source.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the channel model and transmission scheme; Section
III presents the link-state based optimized rate; Section IV
examines link adaptation in fading; Section V investigates
the outage probability for this composite scheme; Section VI
examines the expected relay power savings under different
CSI assumptions; Section VII presents numerical results; and
Section VIII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 2. Relay channel model.
II. CHANNEL MODEL AND TRANSMISSION SCHEME
A. Channel Model
In this paper, we consider a full-duplex one-way relay
channel. Full duplex radio has emerged as a feasible wireless
technique to improve spectral efficiency with significant new
research demonstrating its feasibility [28], [29]. Previously,
the effects of self-interference could not be canceled at the
hardware level and had to be dealt with at the signal processing
level [30], [31]. However, researchers recently demonstrated
a novel self-interference cancellation circuit and algorithm
that provides the required 110dB of cancellation to reduce
all self-interference to the noise floor in a Wi-Fi system,
independent of the transmit power [29]. To the best of our
knowledge, no good model currently exists for this full-duplex
residual self-interference. In the same way that MMSE error
is independent from the estimated signal, we assume that the
residual interference is independent of the transmit signal and
thus can be modeled as another source of noise at the receive
antennas. To incorporate the residual self-interference, it is
equivalent to increase the noise power or decrease the transmit
power. Further, results from a full-duplex scheme provide the
basis for adaptation to half-duplex by later incorporating extra
parameters of time or frequency slots required for half-duplex
implementation.
Fig. 2 illustrates the one-way full-duplex relay channel
model in which the source communicates with the destination
with the help of a relay. The discrete-time channel model is
given as follows:
Yr = hrsXs + Zr
Yd = hdsXs + hdrXr + Zd, (1)
where Zr, Zd ∼ CN (0,1), are independent complex Gaussian
noises with zero mean and unit variance. Yr and Yd are
the signals received by the relay and destination respectively
and Xs and Xr are the signals transmitted from the source
and relay respectively. The source (relay) input power is
constrained to be at most Ps (Pr).
The link gain coefficients are assumed to be affected by
complex value Rayleigh fading as follows:
hk = h˜k/(d
γk/2
k ) = gke
jθk ,
gk = |h˜k|/dγk/2k , k ∈ {rs, ds, dr} (2)
where h˜k is the small scale fading component distributed
according to CN (0, 1). The large scale fading component
follows a pathloss model in which dk is the distance between
two nodes and γk is the attenuation factor. Let gk and θk be
the amplitude and the phase of a link coefficient respectively,
then gk follows a Rayleigh distribution while θk has uniform
distribution between [0, 2pi]. We assume the distances among
nodes are sufficiently large compared to the wavelength such
that all links are independent.
The channel gain coefficients are typically complex value.
However we assume the phases of these channel coefficients
are known at the respective transmitters so that coherent
transmission is possible, and the full channel coefficients are
known at the corresponding receivers. The phase knowledge
that allows coherent transmission is a standard assumption
in coherent relaying literature [8], [16], [32]. As such, the
achievable rate depends only on the amplitude of the link
coefficients, denoted by g∗. Next, we describe the transmission
scheme employed with this channel model.
We consider no interference in this model as we focus on
the fundamental performance of composite DF relaying. When
deployed in a larger setting such as in an ad hoc or cellular
network, the received signals at the relay and destination will
be perturbed by interference in addition to noise. While inter-
ference reduces the achievable rate and outage performance,
we expect that composite DF relaying will keep outperforming
the existing DF schemes in the presence of interference. The
outage analyses in Section V can be generalized to include
interference in the noise terms by specifying new distributions
of these terms that reflect both thermal noise and interference
at the relay and destination. This topic is outside the scope of
the current paper. The analysis in this paper, however, should
provide the basis for further analysis with interference in future
works.
B. Transmission Scheme
We propose a composite scheme that contains both coherent
block Markov coding and independent network coding. These
two distinct signal structures have different impacts on the
transmit power and achievable rate. Here we introduce the
composite scheme that contains both components and will
analyze the necessity of each technique.
1) Transmit signal design: In each transmission block i,
the source encodes new information (mi) by superposing it
onto the old information (mi−1) as in block Markov coding.
The source transmits the signal that conveys this superposed
codeword for mi and mi−1. Next, the relay decodes mi and
then performs both block Markov coding and independent
coding. Specifically, the relay generates a new codeword for
the decoded message mi independently from the source code-
word and superposes this onto the source codeword for mi.
It transmits the signal of this superposed codeword (for mi)
in block i + 1. The destination employs backward decoding:
in block i, it decodes mi−1 given that it knows mi from the
decoding in block i+ 1.
Using Gaussian signaling, the source and relay construct
their respective transmit signals Xs and Xr in block i as
follows:
Xs,i =
√
αsWs(mi−1) +
√
βsUs(mi), (3)
Xr,i =
√
ksαsWs(mi−1) +
√
βrUr(mi−1),
4where Ws, Us and Ur are i.i.d Gaussian signals N (0, 1). Note
the superposition signal structure in which Us and Ur are
superposed on Ws at the source and relay respectively. Here,
βs and βr are the transmission powers allocated for signals Us
and Ur, respectively; αs and ksαs are the transmission powers
allocated for signal Ws by the source and relay, respectively.
ks is a scaling factor that relates the power allocated to
transmit the same message at the source and relay in the block
Markov signal structure. These power allocation parameters
satisfy the following power constraints:
αs + βs ≤ Ps, ksαs + βr ≤ Pr. (4)
where Ps and Pr are the maximum transmit powers of the
source and relay respectively.
When αs 6= 0, the source sends not only the new messages
in each block, but also repeats the message of the previous
block. This retransmission due to block Markov coding creates
a coherency between the signal transmitted from the source
and the relay that ultimately results in a beamforming gain
but requires power splitting at the source. In addition to block
Markov coding, the relay also creates a new signal Ur that
independently encodes the message. This independent coding
allows the source to devote full power to the new message of
that block. Thus the two techniques have different implications
on the power allocation at the source which ultimately affects
the achievable rate depending on the link state.
2) Decoding: At the relay, decoding is simple and is similar
to the single user case. The received signal in each block at
the relay is
Yr= grs(
√
αsWs +
√
βsUs) + Zr (5)
In block i, the relay already knows signal Ws (which carries
mi−1), and is interested in decoding Us (which carries mi),
which it can perform after extracting known Ws.
Backward decoding is performed at the destination starting
at the last block, in which the destination decodes just the
previous block’s information. The received signal in each
block at the destination is
Yd=gds(
√
αsWs+
√
βsUs)+gdr(
√
ksαsWs+
√
βrUr)+Zd.
(6)
Assuming that the destination has correctly decoded mi, then
in block i, the destination knows Us and can decode mi−1 by
joint decoding [24, p. 391-393].
In this section, we use backward decoding at the destination
to analyze the composite scheme but there are other alterna-
tive decoding techniques including forward sliding window
decoding and sequential decoding. Both of these alternative
destination decoding techniques achieve the same transmission
rate as backward decoding for the basic relay channel consid-
ered, but have different implications on outage performance as
well as decoding delay. Backward decoding makes reliability
simplest to analyze as outage events are contained in a single
transmission block, but is not as practical to implement be-
cause decoding can only begin after the last block is received,
resulting in a large delay. Sliding window decoding reduces
the delay to just one block by using the received signals in two
consecutive blocks to decode, but complicates outage analysis
if the channel changes over these two blocks.
Sequential decoding at the destination provides the lowest
complexity option but requires some changes in the oper-
ation at the relay. Specifically, the relay performs random
binning for the decoded message, mi, to generate a codeword
for its bin index and superposes this codeword onto the
source codeword for mi. Each bin represents a group of
messages, allowing the code rate to be reduced for the bin
index information encoded by signal Ur, which can then be
decoded sequentially at the destination to identify the bin
index before decoding the original source message. Similar
to sliding window decoding, outage events at the destination
in sequential decoding occur across two consecutive blocks,
hence complicating the outage analysis. For these reasons,
we choose to focus on backward decoding as a method for
achieving the same transmission rate in the basic relay channel,
while providing a lower bound on outage performance.
3) Achievable Rate: The above scheme results in the fol-
lowing achievable rate:
Theorem 1. Using the composite DF transmission scheme, the
following rate is achievable for the Gaussian relay channel.
R ≤ C (g2rsβs) = J1, (7)
R ≤ C
(
g2ds(αs+βs)+g
2
dr (αsks+βr)+2gdsgdr
√
ksαs
)
=J2,
with C(x)= log(x+1), g∗ as amplitudes of link coefficients,
and power allocation factors satisfying (4).
Proof: Directly obtained from evaluating the mutual in-
formation rate expressions in [24, p. 390-393, Theorem 16.2]
with the transmit signal structures as in (3). J1 results from
decoding at the relay using the received signal in (5) and J2
results from decoding at the destination using the received
signal in (6).
III. LINK-STATE BASED TRANSMISSION RATE
OPTIMIZATION
The composite scheme described in the previous section
includes both coherent block Markov coding and independent
coding at the relay. These two distinct signal structures have
different impacts on the transmit power allocation and achiev-
able rate. Here we analyze this general scheme to determine
which parts of the signal are necessary for a given channel
configuration. The goal of this section is to solve for the
optimal power allocation for a given link-state. In doing so, we
determine link-state regimes that describe which transmission
technique is necessary for a given channel configuration.
We also discuss the implications of the established link-state
regimes and compare these new link-state regimes with the
classical link-state regimes based solely on block Markov
coding. Further, we numerically contrast the performance of
this composite DF relaying scheme to other fundamental
relaying strategies including compress-forward and amplify-
forward relaying.
5A. Problem Formulation and Approach
We first formulate the source’s rate optimization problem
that integrates the power allocation factors for both the block
Markov coding and independent coding techniques subject to
the rate and power constraints as
max R
subject to R ≤ min [J1, J2], αs+βs ≤ Ps, ksαs+βr ≤ Pr,
αs, ks, βs, βr ≥ 0. (8)
We apply the approach in [33] by first analyzing the opti-
mization problem from the dual variable space, then examining
the primal rate constraints. Specifically, we question if the
optimal Lagrangian dual variables are zero or strictly positive
and identify valid combination of these optimal dual variables.
Analysis of these valid dual variable combinations leads to the
establishment link-state regimes in the composite DF relaying
scheme.
Optimization problem (8) is convex and the optimal power
allocation parameters can be fully deduced from the KKT
conditions for a given set of link states. The Lagrangian is
written as:
L,−R−λ1(J1−R)−λ2(J2−R)−λ3(Ps−αs−βs)
−λ4(Pr−ksαs−βr)−λ5αs−λ6βr, (9)
where λi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 6} are the dual variables associated
with the corresponding rate and power constraints. Note that
all dual variables are non-negative; that is λi ≥ 0 ∀i.
From (7) the associated dual variables with each rate con-
straint (λ1, λ2) can be either strictly positive if the correspond-
ing rate constraint is tight, or equal to zero if the constraint
is loose. As such, there are four combinations of optimal dual
variables. However, we can immediately eliminate λ1=λ2=0
because at least one rate constraint must be tight. As such,
there are three potential combinations of rate constraints: 1)
λ1 > 0, λ2 = 0; 2) λ1 = 0, λ2 > 0; and 3) λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0.
However, case 2 implies that R = J2 < J1 for all values
of αs. When αs = Ps though, J1 = 0, which implies that
J2 < 0, which is impossible. Therefore, case 2 is invalid. In
Appendix A, we analyze cases 1 and 3. Next we summarize
the results obtained from this analysis.
B. Link-State Regimes and Optimal Power Allocation
First we introduce an important lemma concerning the
power usage of the source and relay:
Lemma 1. Given any set of link states, the source will always
use full power with composite DF relaying. The relay will use
full power if the source performs block Markov coding. If the
source does not perform block Markov coding, then the relay
need not use full power.
Proof: See Appendix A.
The proof to Lemma 1 follows from the idea that when the
source performs block Markov coding, it is always beneficial
to increase the power of the block Markov component at both
the source and relay. Next, Appendix A contains further eval-
uation of the two valid cases above. This analysis determines
Fig. 3. Optimal transmission as a function of distance in meters (γ = 3.6).
’BM’ indicates block Markov coding is optimal; ’IND’ indicates that inde-
pendent coding is optimal; ’DT’ indicates that direct transmission is optimal.
the optimal transmission technique based on the link-state and
the optimal power allocation within each link-state regime.
We now describe the analytical link-state regimes and
the associated optimized DF transmission technique for each
regime. For a particular set of channel gains, the associated
link-state regime indicates which technique results in the best
achievable rate.
Theorem 2. In the Gaussian relay channel the following cod-
ing techniques are optimal in the defined link-state regimes:
R0 : g2rs ∈ [0, g2ds], Direct Transmission,
R1 : g2rs ∈ (g2ds, g2ds +
Pr
Ps
g2dr] Independent Coding,
R2 : g2rs ∈ (g2ds +
Pr
Ps
g2dr,∞), Block Markov Coding (10)
Proof: See Appendix A
For the relay channel, we can find the optimal power
allocation in closed form as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The optimal power allocation within each link-
state regime is as follows. Note that βs = Ps − αs since the
source uses full power (Lemma 1).
R0 : αs = ks = βr = 0 (11a)
R1 : αs = ks = 0, βr = g
2
rs − g2ds
g2dr
Ps (11b)
R2 : βr = 0, αs = ξ, ks = Pr
αs
(11c)
where
ξ=
[
−gdsgdr
√
Pr+
√
g2dsg
2
drPr−g2rs (g2drPr+g2dsPs−g2rsPs)
g2rs
]2
Proof: See Appendix A
Fig. 3 provides an example of these link-state regimes on
a 2D plane. The distance between the source and destination
is fixed at 20 meters while the relay location varies over the
entire plane. A path loss exponent of 3.6 without any small
scale fading is assumed. For DF strategies, when the source-
to-relay channel is strongest, coherent block Markov coding is
6Fig. 4. Link-state regimes: new versus classical
optimal. When the relay is further away from the source, the
source-to-relay channel is not quite as strong and independent
coding is optimal. If the relay is very far from the source and
the source-to-relay channel is weaker than the direct link, it is
optimal to not utilize the relay.
C. Comparison of New and Classical Link-State Regimes
Prior to the link-state regime analysis presented in this work,
it was believed that block Markov coding was the optimal
DF relaying strategy whenever the source-to-relay link was
stronger than the direct link [24]. This belief results in the
classical link-state regimes consisting of only two link-state
regimes: direct transmission and block Markov coding. As
demonstrated in this paper, a different set of link-state regimes
contains three regimes with the addition of the independent
coding regime between the direct transmission and block
Markov link-state regimes as illustrated in Fig. 4. Even though
the two sets of link-state regimes result in the same achievable
rate, they have significantly different implications in terms of
relay power consumption. Link-state regimes R0 and R2 are
the same in the classical version as in the new version. The
relay power savings are obtained in the new link-state regime
R1 through independent coding.
Power savings are achievable in link-state regime R1
because in this link-state regime, the relay performs only
independent coding (Theorem 2). Without the block Markov
signal component, αs = ks = 0 and the expended power at
the relay is equivalent to βr = g
2
rs
−g2
ds
g2
dr
Ps from (11b). For the
ranges of source-to-relay link gains within R1, the required
relay transmit power is always less than the maximum Pr,
except at the upper boundary of the regime when βr = Pr.
Thus regime R1 allows the relay to conserve power while still
achieving the maximum possible rate. Even though this power
savings applies only in one regime, the probability of link-state
regime R1 is non-negligible in fading as will be demonstrated
in Section V. This in turn leads to significant power savings
in most fading channel environments.
In link-state regime R1, the source-to-relay link magnitude
is less than the combination of the source-to-destination and
relay-to-destination link magnitudes as shown in Theorem 2.
As such, any information that the relay can decode from the
source can also be decoded at the destination by combining the
incoming links from the source and relay. Thus it is optimal
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Fig. 5. Comparison of relaying strategies. The regions in which the composite
DF relay performs block Markov coding (white) or independent coding (green)
are marked on the figure. (γ = 3.6, SNR= 5dB)
for the source to utilize full power for the new message and
not to repeat the message of the previous block, as in coherent
block Markov coding. In this case, the relay needs to expend
just enough power to send the new message over the relay-to-
destination link. Consuming more power than βr in link-state
regime R1 is wasteful as it does not improve the rate.
D. Comparison of Fundamental Relaying Strategies
Next we contrast the achievable rate of composite DF
relaying to other fundamental relaying strategies, including
the traditional block-Markov based DF, amplify-forward (AF),
compress-forward (CF), and the cut-set bound. We do not in-
clude compute-forward in this comparison as compute-forward
applies to a multi-source channel [34]. CF outperforms AF
but is significantly more complex to implement [24]. The CF
strategy is known to outperform traditional block-Markov DF
when the relay is close to the destination, but is inferior to DF
when the SNR of the source-to-relay link exceeds a certain
threshold [35].
In Fig. 5 we compare the achievable rates of AF, CF, block-
Markov DF, composite DF relaying, and the cut-set bound.
The simulation setup is the same as that of Fig. 3, where the
relay location varies along the line connecting the source and
destination. The composite DF relaying scheme in this paper
achieves the same rate as that of traditional DF relaying, but
results in power savings at the relay in link-state regime R1,
indicated in light green. As established, when the relay is close
to the source, DF outperforms CF; when the relay is close to
the destination, CF begins to outperform DF. Note however,
that there exists a range of relay locations in which the relay
is closer to the destination and independent DF relaying still
outperforms CF relaying, while saving significant relay power.
In Fig. 5, this range applies from approximately 10 meters to
12.5 meters. This result highlights the novelty of the composite
DF relaying scheme: the performance of independent DF with
reduced relay power can match that of block-Markov DF and
outperform that of CF, even when the relay is closer to the
destination than to the source.
7IV. LINK ADAPTATION IN A FADING ENVIRONMENT
The link-state regimes are directly useful in a fading envi-
ronment in order to perform link adaptation. We utilize the link
regime results of the previous section in order to perform link
adaptation of the composite scheme in a fading environment.
Such adaptation requires various components of CSI at all
nodes. Receiver CSI is a standard assumption and can be
obtained directly by channel estimation. Transmitter CSI can
be obtained via feedback from other nodes or via reciprocity.
One particular node’s knowledge of the link gains between
the other two nodes would have to come from feedback.
Here we discuss what CSI is necessary to implement the
presented composite scheme. Specifically, we examine link
adaptation based on perfect receive and long-term transmit
CSI, a practical form of CSI, to reduce channel acquisition
overhead.
A. Required CSI to Adapt to Instantaneous Fading
Certain components of CSI are required at the source and
relay to compute both the appropriate link-state regime and
the corresponding power allocation factors. Note that the link-
state regimes in Theorem 2 can also be represented in terms
of the received SNRs as
R0 :γs ≤ γo, R1 : γo < γs ≤ γd, R2 : γs > γd (12)
where γs = g2rsPs, γo = g2dsPs, γd = γo + g2drPr.
Here γs is the instantaneous received SNR at the relay, γo
represents the received SNR at the destination if the source
uses direct transmission, and γd represents the received SNR
at the destination when the relay is fully utilized in the
independent mode.
To determine the appropriate link-state regime, the source
and relay need information about the SNRs in (12). Simply to
determine whether the relay is utilized, the relative magnitude
between the direct link and the source-to-relay link must be
known by the source and relay. If the source-to-relay link
is stronger than the direct link, then the relative magnitude
among γs and γd must be known to discern between regimes
R1 and R2. Thus to determine which link-state regime is
applicable, the source and relay must know the relative order
among γo, γd, and γs.
To determine the power allocation within a link-state
regime, different CSI is necessary depending on the link-state
regime. First we rewrite the optimal power allocation in (11)
in terms of the defined SNRs as:
R1 : αs = ks = 0, βr = γs − γo
γd − γoPr (13a)
R2 : βr = 0, ks = Pr
αs
(13b)
αs=
[
−√γoγd−γ2o+√γo(γd − γo)−γs(γd−γs)
γs
]2
Ps
Once the link-state regime is accurately determined, the source
needs no further CSI in link-state regimes R0 and R1 because
βs = Ps in both regimes. In link-state regime R2, the source
needs CSI for the three SNRs, γo, γd, and γs, in (12) in order
to compute αs.
For the relay to determine the power allocation, the SNRs in
(12) must be known only in one link-state regime. In R0 and
R2, the relay does not need any CSI because in R0 the relay
is not utilized and in R2, the relay allocates full power to the
block Markov component. However, in regime R1, the relay
needs knowledge of all three SNRs in (12) in order to compute
βr. We assume the relay always has perfect CSI for γs due to
receiver channel estimation, but in R1 γo and γd must be fed
back to the relay. Thus, each node only needs knowledge of
the SNRs in one link-state regime for the composite scheme
to adapt to instantaneous fading.
B. Adaptation with Practical CSI and Perfect CSI
The perfect CSI model implies that each node has perfect
instantaneous CSI of all links. Obtaining perfect instantaneous
CSI in a fading environment is challenging and unrealistic
in fast fading, in which the system may be unable to adjust
to rapid channel variations. Here we also investigate other
CSI models. The long-term CSI model implies that each
node only knows the average gain of all links, including the
incoming links, forward links, and other non-local links. We
also consider a more realistic model called practical CSI,
in which nodes have perfect receive CSI of incoming links,
long-term transmit CSI of the forward links, and long-term
CSI for all other non-local links. Even though this practical
CSI appears intuitive and seems to be used frequently in the
literature, it is used mostly in the context of a single transmitter
single receiver link. The use of a relay which both receives at
and transmits from the same node creates a finer distinction
among these different CSI models: long-term, practical, and
perfect CSI.
Under the practical CSI model, the relay knows the instan-
taneous receive SNR, γs, through receiver channel estimation
of the incoming link, but only knows the average γ¯d and
γ¯o on the outgoing link and the non-local link. The source
only knows the average γ¯s, γ¯d, and γ¯o. The relay uses the
accurate instantaneous information about γs only in its power
allocation but not in the link-state regime identification. With
practical CSI, the link-state regime is identified based only on
the long-term channel statistics even though the relay has more
accurate information about γs. This is because the source and
relay must agree in their choice of link-state regime. However,
in link-state regime R1, the relay does use the instantaneous
receive SNR γs in computing βr. This power allocation (βr)
at the relay is the only difference between the practical CSI
and long-term CSI models. With the perfect CSI model, the
source and relay both have perfect instantaneous knowledge of
γo, γd, and γs, and the link-state regime and power allocation
are adapted to each fading channel realization.
Power allocation parameters in each link regime with long-
term CSI (βr,lt, αs,lt), practical CSI (βr,prac, αs,prac), and perfect
8CSI (βr,perf, αs,perf) in (11) can be rewritten as:
R1 :βr,lt = γ¯s − γ¯o
γ¯d − γ¯oPr, βr,prac =
γs − γ¯o
γ¯d − γ¯oPr, (14)
βr,perf =
γs − γo
γd − γoPr
R2: αs,lt=
[
−
√
γ¯oγ¯d−γ¯o2+
√
γ¯o(γ¯d − γ¯o)−γ¯s(γ¯d−γ¯s)
γ¯s
]2
Ps
αs,prac =αs,lt
αs,perf=
[
−√γoγd−γ2o+√γo(γd − γo)−γs(γd−γs)
γs
]2
Ps.
Performance of composite DF relaying varies with different
CSI models. With the perfect CSI model, the composite DF
scheme will always outperform direct transmission because
the relay is only used when the relaying rate is higher than
the direct transmission rate. The same cannot always be said
with long-term or practical CSI, however. For a small fraction
of node-distance configurations, there are some nuances in
the rate equations. Define the direct transmission rate as
Jo=log(1+g
2
dsPs). Due to the lack of precise CSI knowledge
causing a sub-optimal power allocation in a few particular
node-distance configurations, even though E [Jo] < E [J1]
always holds, E [R = min (J1, J2)] is not necessarily greater
than E [Jo] as J2 could be less than J1, causing the average
relaying rate to fall below the average direct transmission
rate. We note that these events are rare and only happen in
a select few node-distance configurations, as illustrated in the
numerical results Section VII. Even though there is a slight
loss in transmission rate, the affected regions and the rate loss
are insignificant such that the advantages of such simpler and
more realistic models as practical and long-term CSI prevail.
V. OUTAGE ANALYSIS
The outage probability is another important performance
measure for wireless services that require a sustained mini-
mum target rate. In this section, we first derive the probability
of each link-state regime, which helps in the subsequent
derivation of the outage probability. We then derive the outage
probability for the composite DF scheme in closed form, tak-
ing into account outages at both the relay and destination; we
also examine the diversity order achievable by this composite
scheme.
A. Probability of Each Link-State Regime
We first analytically derive the probability of each link-state
regime for a given distance configuration among the source,
destination, and relay. From (2), note that g2k = |h˜|2/dγk where
h˜ is a Rayleigh fading component. Thus the squared amplitude
of each link coefficient is an exponential random variable
denoted as g2k ∼ exp (λk). Note that for g2dr, we actually look
at the distribution of g2dr
Pr
Ps
as this is the term that appears
in the link-state regime boundaries in Theorem 2. Define the
exponential parameters:
λrs = d
γ
rs, λds = d
γ
ds, λdr = d
γ
dr λ˜dr =
Ps
Pr
dγdr. (15)
Lemma 2. For parameters in (15), the probability of each
link-state regime (Theorem 2) in Rayleigh fading is as follows:
Pr(R0)= λrs
λds+λrs
, Pr(R1)= λrsλds
(λrs+λds)
(
λrs+λ˜dr
) ,
Pr(R2)= λdsλ˜dr
(λrs+λds)
(
λrs+λ˜dr
) . (16)
Proof: See Appendix C.
By employing Lemma 2 and simply knowing the distances
between nodes, path loss exponent, and node transmit power
constraints in a Rayleigh fading environment, the probability
of each link-state regime can be calculated analytically. This
closed form probability of each link-state regime will help in
computing the outage in the next section and in computing the
expected relay power savings in Section VI.
B. Outage Probability
Since we use backward decoding, outage events are confined
to one transmission block and do not span multiple blocks,
even though information is sent over two consecutive blocks
with block Markov coding. In order to derive the overall
outage probability, we analyze the outage events in each link-
state regime. For link-state regime R0, the outage probability
is obtained as in point-to-point communication under the
condition that grs ≤ gds. For link-state regime R1, outage
occurs only when the relay is in outage, since if the relay can
decode the source’s information, then so can the destination
because of stronger combined links from the source and relay.
For link-state regime R2, outage can occur separately at the
relay or destination. In this case, an outage can occur at the
destination even when there is no outage at the relay. Next we
formulate the outage probability.
Lemma 3. For a target rate R, given the relay rate constraints
in Theorem 1 and the direct transmission rate defined as Jo =
log(1 + g2dsPs), the average outage probability (P¯out) of the
composite DF scheme can be formulated as follows:
P¯out = Pdt + Prelay + Pdest, (17)
with Pdt = Pr [(R > Jo) ∩R0] ,
Prelay = Pr [(R > J1) ∩ (R1 ∪R2)] ,
Pdest = Pr [(J2 < R ≤ J1) ∩R2]
where Pdt is the outage probability of direct transmission that
occurs link-state regime R0; Prelay is the outage probability
at the relay applicable in link-state regimes R1 and R2; and
Pdest is the outage probability at the destination applicable
only in link-state regime R2.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Using the Rayleigh distribution of gds, grs and gdr, Pdt,
Prelay and Pdest are evaluated in closed form as in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4. The average outage probability (P¯out) of the
composite DF relaying scheme for a given power allocation
9can be evaluated as follows:
P¯out = Pdt + Prelay + Pdest, with (18)
Pdt = 1− e−λdsβ21 − c1
(
1− e−β21(λrs+λds)
)
Prelay = 1− e−λrsη21 − c2
(
1− e−η21(λrs+λds)
)
Pdest = e−λrsη21
(
1− e−λdsβ21
)
− e−λrsη21
∫ β1
0
2λdsgdse
−(λdsg2ds+λ˜drζ21)dgds
where c1 =
λds
λrs + λds
, c2 =
λrs
λrs + λds
β1 =
√
2R − 1
Ps
, η1 =
√
2R − 1
βs
,
ζ1 =
−gds√αs +
√
g2ds(αs − Ps) + 2R − 1√
Ps
.
Proof: Using the Rayleigh distribution of gds, grs and
gdr as shown in Appendix B.
Theorem 4 specifies the outage probabilities for a fixed
power allocation. As shown in the following sections, these
outage expressions for the composite DF scheme are instru-
mental in deriving the diversity order and in studying the
impact on outage performance when conserving relay power in
the independent coding link-state regime. Moreover, the results
of Theorem 4 provide the basis for future works to optimize
the power allocation for minimum outage probability, and to
analyze system-wide outage performance when integrating the
relay channel into a larger network.
C. Diversity Analysis
The diversity order of a transmission scheme shows how
fast the error rate decreases at high SNR and corresponds
to the slope of the outage probability versus SNR. For the
composite DF relaying scheme, the diversity order can be
obtained by analyzing the outage probabilities in (18) at high
SNR. However, directly from the formulation in (17), we can
intuitively see that the outage probability for each link-state
regime is proportional to 1/SNR2 as each regime requires at
least two different links to be weak in order to have an outage
at the relay or the destination. For R0, outage occurs if gds is
weak and gds ≥ grs. Hence, both gds and grs must be weak
in order to have an outage in R0. Similarly for R1, an outage
occurs when both gds and grs are weak. For R2, an outage
at the relay occurs if grs is weak and grs ≥
√
g2ds +
Pr
Ps
g2dr.
Hence, all links (gds, grs and gdr) must be weak in order
to have an outage at the relay, implying that relay outage
probability in R2 is proportional to 1/SNR3. If no outage
occurs at the relay in R2, then an outage at the destination
occurs if gds and gdr are weak while grs is strong, which leads
to Pdest proportional to 1/SNR2. The following corollary
shows the asymptotic outage probabilities at high SNR.
Corollary 1. The asymptotic outage probability of the com-
posite DF relaying scheme at high SNR approaches the
following values:
Pdt =
λdsλrs(2
R − 1)2
2P 2
, Prelay =
λdsλrs(2
R − 1)2
2bP 2
,
(19)
Pdest =
λdsλdr(2
R − 1)2
2P 2
(√
a
a− 1 sinh
−1
(√
a− 1)− 1) ,
where P = Pr = Ps, a = αs/Ps, b = βs/Ps and sinh−1 is the
inverse of the hyperbolic sine sinh function. These expressions
show that the diversity order is 2, the maximum diversity for
the basic relay channel.
Proof: Pdt and Prelay in (19) are obtained directly using
the second order Taylor series expansion for the exponential
functions in (18). Pdest is obtained by taking the second order
Taylor series expansion for the exponential functions in (18)
and evaluating the integral as shown in [36, pp. 64,68].
VI. RELAY POWER SAVINGS
In this section, we analyze the relay power savings in
Rayleigh fading channels. In a fading environment, the power
saving link-state regime, R1, can occur with some probability
for any node distance configuration. With the closed form
probability of each link-state regime as derived in Section
V-A, we analyze power savings at the relay given different
CSI assumptions. Specifically, we consider perfect CSI and
practical CSI scenarios and analytically derive the average
relay power savings in each case.
A. Required Relay Power
As shown in Section III, in link-state regime R1, the relay
need not use full power in order for the source to achieve
the maximum rate. Specifically the relay power savings in R1
with perfect CSI and practical CSI respectively are
Sperf(R1) = Pr − βr,perf, Sprac(R1) = Pr − βr,prac, (20)
with βr,perf and βr,prac as defined in (14). Even though relay
power savings are identified only for link-state regime R1,
this regime occurs with non-negligible probability in a fading
channel as demonstrated in Lemma 2. This power savings
is a novel result and fits with the projected theme of green
communications in future wireless networks [37].
For each distance configuration in a Rayleigh fading en-
vironment, there is a probability for the link-state to be in
regime R1 where the relay need not use full power. Link-
state regime R1 is significantly probable when the long-term
channel statistics correspond to regime R1 as in Fig. 3. This
provides ample opportunity for power savings at the relay. For
the locations where the relay does not save much power but
is still between the source and destination, especially when
the relay is closer to the source, there is a more significant
rate gain instead of relay power savings. Hence there exists
a trade-off between relay power savings and rate gain, which
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B. Average Relay Power Savings in a Fading Environment
Next we compute the expected value of the relay power
savings for a given distance configuration under the two dif-
ferent CSI assumptions discussed in Section IV. Specifically,
the expected value of the relay power savings with perfect CSI
and practical CSI are presented in closed form in the following
theorem.
Theorem 5. The expected relay power savings of composite
DF relaying when both the source and relay have perfect CSI
of γo, γs, γd are
E[Sperf] =
λdsλdr
[
Ps
[
ln (λdr)−ln (PrPsλrs+λdr)
]
+Pr
λrs
λdr
]
λrs (λrs + λds)
.
(21)
With practical CSI (perfect receive and long-term transmit
CSI), the expected relay power savings are
E[Sprac] =
{
Pr − λdsλdr−λrsλdrλrsλds Ps if γ¯o < γ¯s ≤ γ¯d
0 else
(22)
Proof: See Appendix C.
With perfect CSI, these relay power savings can be realized
whenever the instantaneous link states satisfy the link con-
ditions for R1. Conversely, with practical CSI, the link-state
regime depends only on the average link amplitudes because
the source and relay must agree in their choice of link-state
regime. Therefore, with practical CSI, the relay saves power
only when the average link states satisfy the condition for
link-state regime R1 (i.e. if γ¯o < γ¯s ≤ γ¯d). Assuming either
perfect or practical CSI, with only knowledge of the distance
configuration and path loss exponents, the mean relay power
savings in a Rayleigh fading environment can be computed in
closed form.
The relationship between the two expected power savings
under perfect CSI and practical CSI in Theorem 5 is not
explicit. The expected power savings with practical CSI can be
larger than that of perfect CSI because with practical CSI, there
is a trade-off between power savings and rate. Specifically,
with practical CSI, the achievable rate is generally smaller than
that with perfect CSI. For example, consider a node-distance
configuration in which link-state regime R1 is appropriate
using practical CSI. In this case, the relay always conserves
power as the link is assumed to be in link-state regime R1.
However, the rate in the practical CSI case would not be as
high as that of perfect CSI because the power allocation is not
adapted to each particular fade. Therefore, in this case, rate
is sacrificed for relay power savings. This trade-off between
rate and power savings using practical CSI will be numerically
illustrated in the next section.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results to verify the
analysis in Sections IV, V, and VI. Define the average received
SNR at the destination for the signal from the source as
follows:
SNR = 10 log (P/(dγds)) . (23)
We set both the source and relay power equal to P and pathloss
equivalent to 3.6 where applicable. In spatial simulations, the
source is fixed at [0,0] and destination at [20,0] (the same
simulation setup as for Fig. 3) and the relay location is varied
over the whole plane using resolution of 1/2 meter. At each
relay location, 10,000 Rayleigh fading channels are generated
using the inter-node distances for that particular relay location.
A. Performance Comparison for Various CSI Models
First we apply the link-state regimes to perform link adap-
tation. In Fig. 6, we compare the rates achievable with the
various models of CSI (long-term CSI, practical CSI, and
perfect CSI) as discussed in Section IV. Power allocation
parameters are computed as in (14) and the rate under each
CSI model is averaged over all channel fading realizations.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the usefulness of practical CSI. Recall
from Section IV the difference between practical CSI and
long-term CSI is that with practical CSI, the relay utilizes
a more up-to-date value of βr due to instantaneous receive
SNR γs. Compared to long-term CSI in Fig. 6(a), practical
CSI offers significant rate gain in the independent coding link-
state regime when the relay is closer to the destination. Fig.
6(b) depicts the rate gain of perfect CSI over practical CSI.
These rate gains are not substantial when the relay is between
the source and destination, demonstrating that practical CSI is
a viable alternative to perfect CSI in a fading environment.
In Fig. 6(c), it is evident that using practical CSI with the
composite scheme substantially outperforms direct transmis-
sion when the relay is between the source and destination. In
these relay locations, employing the composite scheme with
practical CSI results in up to 120% rate gain over direct
transmission, a significant gain. In some relay locations when
the relay is farther away from the destination than from the
source, however, composite DF is outperformed by direct
transmission as discussed in Section IV-B; these areas are in
grey and white in Fig. 6(c).
The probabilities of the events discussed in Section IV-B
that cause direct transmission to outperform composite DF
could be computed analytically, which would provide an exact
rule for when to use the relay. However, because the affected
region and the rate loss are both relatively small, the impact
of an exact analysis would be marginal. Instead we apply a
simplified numerical rule. Based on the results in Fig. 6(c), the
relay should be utilized if it falls within an ellipse with focal
points (2,8) and (2,-8), or if the relay-to-destination distance
is less than the source-to-relay distance. This geometry can
be found numerically for each given source-to-destination
distance and pathloss combination and accessed via a lookup
table.
B. Outage Performance
We next provide numerical results for the outage prob-
abilities of the considered composite DF scheme. In these
simulations, we set the target rate R(target) = 5bps/Hz. We
assume all links are Rayleigh fading channels such that the
average channel gain for each link is proportional to d−γ/2ij .
All simulations are obtained using 106 samples for each fading
11
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Fig. 6. Percentage rate gain of composite DF relaying with various models of CSI: a) practical CSI over long-term CSI; b) perfect CSI over practical CSI;
c) practical CSI over direct transmission; d) practical CSI over direct transmission with ellipsoidal numerical threshold (γ = 3.6, SNR= 5dB)
channel. In these simulations the power allocation parameters
are varied to obtain the best outage performance.
Figure 7 shows the outage probability for the composite
DF scheme when the relay uses power based on the link-
state as shown in Theorem 3. Results confirm Corollary 1 as
the proposed scheme achieves the full diversity order of 2.
These results also demonstrate that using partial relay power
based on channel statistics may or may not degrade the outage
performance compared to using full power, depending on the
node-distance configuration.
In Fig. 8, we consider a 2D network with fixed source
location at (-5,0) and destination location at (5,0) while letting
the relay move on the plane. Source and relay power are
obtained from (23) such that the SNR is equal to 10dB.
Further, we assume the relay only has long-term CSI for all
links. This figure illustrates the regions in which the composite
scheme has an outage probability below 2% when the relay
uses the minimum required power based on the link state. The
results in Fig. 8 demonstrate that for a significant portion of the
region in which the outage probability is below 2%, the relay
conserves power using the composite DF scheme with only
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Fig. 7. Outage probability for the composite DF scheme versus SNR with
partial or full relay power. Here the relay only has long-term CSI of all links.
long-term CSI. This result is significant because it establishes
that the composite scheme conserves power at the relay while
still satisfying the outage threshold.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of relay power savings with practical and perfect CSI
(γ = 3.6, SNR= 5dB). Note that this figure corresponds to the relay moving
between the source and destination on line y = 0 in Fig. 10.
C. Relay Power Savings
By simulating the expected relay power savings under both
the perfect CSI and practical CSI assumptions, we verify the
analysis in Theorem 5 and numerically evaluate the power
savings in a plane.
1) Verification of Analytical Relay Power Savings: First, we
validate the expected relay power savings with perfect CSI and
practical CSI in Theorem 5. In Fig. 9, the source is fixed at
[0,0] and destination at [20,0] while the relay location varies
along the X axis. For each fading channel in the perfect CSI
case, the appropriate link-state regime is determined based on
Theorem 2 and the relay power savings are computed as in
(20) for link-state regime R1 (recall in R2 the relay uses
full power). In the practical CSI case, the link-state regime is
determined based on the average links but the power consumed
at the relay depends on the instantaneous receive SNR, γs,
due to receiver channel estimation at the relay. It is evident
in Fig. 9 that the simulation verifies Theorem 5 for both CSI
assumptions. As the relay approaches either the destination
or −20m, with practical CSI the relay conserves most of its
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Fig. 10. Percentage of relay power savings (γ=3.6; SNR= 5dB) a) with
perfect CSI b) with practical CSI
power because the difference between the instantaneous grs
link amplitude and the average gds link amplitude is small.
Under both the perfect and practical CSI assumptions, the
relay conserves power when it is between the source and
destination. These savings occur at more relay locations for the
perfect CSI case because with perfect CSI, link-state regime
R1 occurs with a non-zero probability in many inter-node
distance configurations. However with practical CSI, relay
power savings only occur when the node distances correspond
directly to link-state regime R1 via path loss only. Because of
this, the practical CSI relay savings abruptly drops off while
the perfect CSI relay savings changes more gradually as the
relay location varies.
2) Relay Power Savings in a Plane: Next we simulate
the relay power savings in two dimensions with both perfect
and practical CSI in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10(a), we assume the
source and relay have perfect CSI and the power savings are
computed for each relay location by averaging over all sample
channels. In Fig. 10(b), we assume the source and relay only
have practical CSI and the average channel proportional to
the distance is used to both compute the link-state regime
and power allocation parameters (with the exception of βr,prac
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Fig. 11. Rate versus power savings comparison between block Markov DF
relaying and composite DF relaying using (i) perfect CSI and (ii) practical
CSI (γ = 3.6, SNR= 5dB)
from (14) in link-state regime R1). Thus the power savings
are computed as in (20) at each relay location.
A significant result from Fig. 10(a) in which the source and
relay have perfect CSI is the vast proportion of space that the
relay can conserve power and still achieve the maximum DF
rate. As expected, the relay saves the most power (over 60%)
in regions in which, without fading, the relay performs only
independent coding. This is evident by comparing Fig. 10 with
Fig. 3. When link-state regime R1 is more probable, the relay
is able to conserve more power.
We next compare the power savings at the relay under
the two different CSI assumptions in Fig. 10. It is evident
that relay power savings are possible in many more locations
if perfect CSI is available. Specifically, if perfect CSI is
available and the relay is within approximately 10 meters
(half the source-to-destination distance) in any direction of the
destination, relay power savings of over 25% are attainable.
Notably, even if the source-to-relay distance is larger than the
source-to-destination distance, the relay can conserve power
because of fading. Conversely, if practical CSI is available,
the relay only conserves power if it is within 10 meters of the
destination and is between the source and destination. Thus,
in the practical CSI case, the relay only conserves power if the
source-to-relay distance is less than the source-to-destination
distance.
D. Power Savings and Rate Gain Trade-off for Relay Place-
ment
Here we illustrate the trade-off between rate gain and relay
power savings for relay placement with perfect CSI or practical
CSI. This trade-off is evident by comparing Fig. 6(c) with Fig.
10(b) and in Fig. 11. The most rate gain is obtained when the
relay is closer to the source and the most power savings are
realized when the relay is closer to the destination. Specifically
if the relay is between the source and destination but closer
to the source, employing the composite scheme with practical
CSI results in up to 120% rate gain over direct transmission
in Fig. 6(c), a significant gain. When the relay is closer to
the destination, rate gain is reduced but there are greater relay
power savings, as shown in Fig. 11. As the relay approaches
the destination, the average relay-to-destination link amplitude
is very large due to the proximity of relay and destination; thus
βr,prac approaches zero and the relay power savings approach
100% in the limit.
On the other hand, with perfect CSI shown in Fig. 10(a), the
link-state regime choice changes based on the instantaneous
link states and as the relay approaches the destination, the relay
is not always utilized because sometimes the source-to-relay
link amplitude grs will be less than that of the direct link,
gds. Therefore, the power savings are not quite as large with
perfect CSI as with practical CSI but perfect CSI achieves a
slightly higher rate than that of practical CSI. However, it only
requires forfeiting a small amount of rate gain to realize these
substantial power savings when moving from perfect CSI to
practical CSI.
In Fig. 11, we compare the rate and power savings between
the composite scheme and traditional block Markov DF relay-
ing. As expected, with perfect CSI (top figure) the rate of the
composite scheme is exactly the same as that of block-Markov
DF relaying. With practical CSI (bottom figure), the rate of
block Markov DF relaying is only slightly higher than that of
the composite scheme in link-state regime R1, and is identical
in all other cases. Notably, however, the amount of power
savings by the composite scheme is substantial under both CSI
cases. A relay employing block Markov coding always uses
full power, whereas a relay employing the composite scheme
always saves power under independent coding. Independent
coding is also simple to implement practically because there
is no requirement of source-relay phase coherency.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze a composite DF scheme for the
relay channel consisting of coherent block Markov coding and
independent coding. By maximizing the achievable rate, we
identify link-state regimes in which a particular transmission
technique is optimal. We demonstrate that independent coding
is optimal in one link-state regime which achieves the max-
imum DF rate but also results in power savings at the relay.
The application of these link-state regimes for link adaptation
in fading is analyzed under different CSI assumptions: per-
fect, long-term, and practical CSI. The expected relay power
savings are computed in closed form for both perfect CSI
and practical CSI. With any CSI model there is an implicit
relay power savings versus rate trade-off for relay placement.
The relay conserves the most power when it is closer to the
destination but there is a more significant rate gain when the
relay is closer to the source. We further derive the outage
probability of the composite scheme with Rayleigh fading
in closed form, demonstrating a full diversity order of 2.
These composite DF scheme results help in realizing efficient
application of relaying in future cellular and wireless ad hoc
networks.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1, THEOREM 2, AND
THEOREM 3
1. Proof of Lemma 1 Suppose we fix βr and choose a power
allocation such that αs + βs<Ps. From the constraints in (8)
and rate expressions in (7), then we can always increase αs
and βs slightly while keeping ksαs the same. This increases
both J1 and J2, which increases the rate. Therefore, to obtain
the highest rate, αs+ βs=Ps and the source always uses full
power.
Next, let αs>0 so that the source performs block Markov
coding. Then if ksαs + βr<Pr, αs can be decreased slightly
and ks increased such that both J1 and J2 increase, which
means the rate also increases. Therefore, the relay uses full
power (ksαs + βr=Pr) when αs>0.
2. Proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3
The complementary slackness conditions for (9) can be
written as
∇L = λ⋆1(J1 −R⋆) = λ⋆2(J2 −R⋆) = λ⋆3(Ps−α⋆s−β⋆s )
= λ⋆4(Pr−ksα⋆s−β⋆r ) = λ5α∗s = λ6β∗r = 0
where all the primal and dual variables are non-negative.
1) Case 1: λ1 > 0, λ2 = 0: In this case, the derivative of
the Lagrangian with respect to αs reduces to
∇αsL = λ3 + λ4ks − λ5 = 0. (24)
Since the source transmits with full power (Lemma 1), λ3 >
0, then λ5 must also be strictly positive. By complementary
slackness, the minimum must occur when αs = 0, implying
that the source performs independent coding in this case.
Furthermore, we note that J1 and J2 are decreasing and
increasing functions in αs respectively, and both are positive.
If the minimum occurs when αs = 0, then this implies
max
αs
J1 ≤ min
αs
J2. Based on (7), this is equivalent to:
g2rsPs ≤ g2dsPs + g2drβr. (25)
Since βr ∈ [0, Pr], this case applies for all links that satisfy:
g2ds < g
2
rs ≤ g2ds +
Pr
Ps
g2dr. (26)
Rearranging (25) gives a lower bound for βr:
βr ≥ g
2
rs − g2ds
g2dr
Ps. (27)
βr is the minimum value that satisfies (27) as using a larger
βr does not increase transmission rate. This minimum value
of βr also saves relay power.
2) Case 3: λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0: For this case, we have R =
J1 = J2, which implies a crossing between J1 and J2. We
consider crossings for αs > 0, since αs = 0 leads to the first
case. By Lemma 1, ksαs + βr = Pr and λ4 > 0. Moreover,
αs > 0 implies the source performs block Markov coding,
which implies a nonzero ks and ∇ksL = 0.
Combining the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to
ks with the derivative with respect to βr yields
λ2
gdsgdrk
−0.5
s
g2dsPs + 2gdsgdr
√
ksαs + g2drksαs + g
2
drβr + 1
− λ6 = 0.
Since λ2 > 0, then λ6 > 0 as well. Therefore, by complemen-
tary slackness, the minimum must occur when βr = 0. This
implies that the relay performs only block Markov coding,
with no independent coding.
λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0 implies a crossing between J1 and
J2 since both are tight. Because J1 is decreasing and J2 is
increasing in αs, it then must hold that max
αs
J1 > min
αs
J2.
This condition is equivalent to:
g2rs > g
2
ds +
Pr
Ps
g2dr. (28)
In order to find the optimal value of αs, we must solve the
equation J1 = J2 (with βr = 0). Setting J1 = J2 yields:
g2rsβs = g
2
dsPs + 2gdsgdr
√
ksαs + g
2
drksαs. (29)
Since βr=0, then ksαs=Pr. Using this fact and the source’s
power constraint, (29) is a quadratic equation for √αs and the
squared positive root is the optimal value for αs as in (11c).
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 3 AND THEOREM 4
A. Proof of Lemma 3
In link-state regime R0, direct transmission is optimal and
outage can only occur at the destination; this outage is denoted
as Pdt. In link-state regime R1, outage can only occur at
the relay because J1 ≤ J2 in this link-state regime. In link-
state regime R2, outage can occur separately at the relay or
at the destination. Outage at the destination in R2 is denoted
as Pdest. If we combine the outage at the relay in R1 and in
R2, we obtain Prelay .
For the outage formulation in Lemma 3 to be correct the
following identity should be true.
1− P¯out = Pr [R ≤ Jo|R0]Pr [R0]
+ Pr [R ≤ min (J1, J2) |R1 ∪R2]Pr [R1 ∪R2]
(30)
where P¯out = Pdt + Prelay + Pdest as in (17). Note that
all three link-state regimes are disjoint. As such, (30) can be
simplified to the identity
1 = Pr [R0] + Pr [R1] + Pr [R2] . (31)
B. Proof of Theorem 4
First, let g˜dr =
√
Pr
Ps
gdr. Then, the outage probability for
each case in (17) can be analyzed as follows.
1) Outage Probability of Direct Transmission: The analysis
for the outage probability Pdt in (18) is straightforward using
the exponential distribution of g2ds and g2rs as shown in [12].
2) Outage Probability at the Relay: From (17), the outage
at the relay is given as follows.
Prelay = Pr [(R > J1) ∩ (R1 ∪R2)] ,
= Pr
[
R > log
(
1 + g2rsβs
)
, grs > gds
]
, (32)
where βs = Ps in R1. Formula (32) is similar to Pdt in (17)
except replacing βs with Ps, grs with gds and gds with grs.
Hence, Prelay in (18) is similar to Pdt except replacing βs
with Ps, λrs with λds and λds with λrs.
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3) Outage Probability at the Destination: From (17), the
outage at the destination is given as follows.
Pdest = Pr
[
g˜2drPs+g
2
dsPs+2gdsg˜dr
√
Psαs<2
R − 1,
grs>max{η1, η3}
]
, (33)
= Pr
[
gds<β1, g˜dr<ζ1, grs>η1
]
+ Pr
[
gds<β1, η2<g˜dr<ζ1, grs>η3
]
,
= Pr
[
gds<β1, g˜dr<ζ1, grs>η1
]
=
∫ β1
0
∫ ζ1
0
∫
∞
η1
f1(gds, g˜dr, grs)dgrsdg˜drdgds
where
f1(gds, g˜dr, grs)=8λdsλ˜drλrsgdsg˜drgrse
−(λdsg2ds+˜λdr g˜2dr+λrsg2rs)
η1 =
√
2R−1
βs
, η2 =
√
2R−1
βs
− g2ds, η3 =
√
g2ds+
Pr
Ps
g2dr,
ζ1 =
−gds√αs +
√
g2ds(αs−Ps)+2R−1√
Ps
, β1 =
√
2R−1
Ps
.
In (33), Pr[gds < β1, η2 < g˜dr < ζ1, grs > η3] = 0 because
ζ1 < η1 for 0 < gds < β1. This can be shown as follows. Let
f(g12) = ζ1−η1, we have f(0) < 0 and f(β1) = 0. Moreover,
f(g12) is a convex function in g12 since ∂2f(g12)/∂g212 > 0.
Therefore, ζ1 < η1 for 0 < gds < β1. Then, the analytical
evaluations for the triple integral in (33) is straightforward as
given in (18).
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF LEMMA 2 AND THEOREM 5
C. Proof of Lemma 2
Pr(R0) follows by integrating over the joint PDF of two
exponential random variables. For Pr(R1), define W = g2ds+
Pr
Ps
g2dr and X = g2rs for conciseness. From [38], the PDF of
W is
fW (w) =
λdsλ˜dr
λ˜dr − λds
(e−λdsw − e−λ˜drw). (34)
Then Pr (X < W ) = EW [Pr (X < W |W = w)]
=
∫
∞
0
(∫ w
0
fX(x)dx
)
fW (w)dw (35)
Evaluating (35) yields the probability of link-state regime R1
in (16). The probability of link-state regime R2 is obtained
through the identity in (31).
D. Proof of Theorem 5
This relay power savings is achieved when the relay per-
forms independent coding for the source. The source-to-relay
link g2rs is bounded in these regions according to Theorem
2. As such, we write the expected value of the relay power
savings using perfect CSI as
E[Sperf ]=
∫
∞
0
∫
∞
0
∫ g2
ds
+Pr
Ps
g2
dr
g2
ds
(
Pr− g
2
rs−g2ds
g2dr
Ps
)
f(∗)dg2rsdg2dsdg2dr
where
f(∗) = λrsλdsλdre[−λrsg
2
rs
−λdsg
2
ds
−λdrg
2
dr]. (36)
Note that the expected value of relay power savings with per-
fect CSI is written in integral form in (36) because link-state
regime R1 can occur in any node-distance configuration with
some probability as demonstrated by Lemma 2. Evaluating
(36) yields (21).
With practical CSI in R1, the relay uses instantaneous
receive SNR γs to compute βr (the relay does not have
instantaneous CSI for γo or γd and hence uses the average
channel statistics to calculate these). As such, the expected
relay power savings with practical CSI is
Eγs [Sprac] =
{
Pr
(
1− γs−γ¯oγ¯d−γ¯o
)
if γ¯o < γ¯s ≤ γ¯d
0 else
(37)
Evaluating this with Rayleigh fading yields (22).
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